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Paolo Alei • Max Grossman (eds.)

Building Family 
Identity
The Orsini Castle of Bracciano  
from Fiefdom to Duchy (1470–1698)

Oxford, 2019. XXVI, 554 pp., 134 fig. col., 59 fig. b/w
Court Cultures of the Middle Ages and Renaissance. Vol. 5

hb. ISBN 978-1-78707-179-7
€ 43.– (discounted price)

The Orsini of Bracciano were among the most 
powerful and influential signori di castelli of early 
modern Italy, controlling a vast domain that 
stretched from the Tyrrehenian Sea to the moun-
tains of Abruzzo. This book explores the construc-
tion and decoration of their principal headquar-
ters north of Rome between the fifteenth and sev-
enteenth centuries as well as the careers and 
artistic patronage of its leaders, who included cap-
tains, condottieri, cardinals and urban aristocrats. 
The castle is one of the largest in Latium and was 
once a centre of courtly culture and diplomacy, 
hosting princes, kings and popes. Today it boasts 
many beautifully preserved artworks of the Re-
naissance era, including frescos by Antoniazzo 
Romano and the Zuccari brothers. The contribu-
tors to this study investigate the castle as a visual 
expression of the family identity of its builders. 
They trace its evolution from the fortified capital 
of a large fiefdom at the dawn of the age of artil-
lery to the palatial residence of a ducal dynasty in 
the aftermath of the Italian Wars. Richly illus-
trated with numerous historic and new photo-
graphs, this book analyses a fascinating and mostly 
neglected facet of early modern Italian culture: 
the artistic patronage of seigniorial clans.

CONTENTS: Part I: Arma et Litterae: The Castle 
of Bracciano in the Quattrocento • Paolo Alei: 
Building with Magnificenza: The Orsini Castle 
of Bracciano • Stefania Camilli: The State of the 

Condottiero: Bracciano in the System of the Ital-
ian States in the Age of Gentil Virginio Orsini • 
Paul Gwynne: The Poets and the Prince: Silius 
Italicus, Johannes Michael Nagonius and Gentil 
Virginio Orsini, Lord of Bracciano • Max Gross-
man: Francesco di Giorgio Martini, Gentil Vir-
ginio Orsini and the Defence of Bracciano • Anna 
Cavallaro: Renaissance Paintings in the Castle 
of Bracciano: The Celebration of Gentil Virginio 
Orsini and the Pastimes of Courtly Women • Part 
II: Locus Amoeunus: The Transformation of the 
Castle of Bracciano in the Cinquecento • Elis-
abetta Mori: Isabella de’ Medici and Vittoria Ac-
coramboni: The History and Legend of the Two 
Wives of the Duke of Bracciano • Maria Giulia 
Aurigemma: Palatium sive forticium: Six-
teenth-century Architecture of the Palazzo-Cas-
tello of Bracciano • Claudia Daniotti: Stories of 
Valour and Love for a Wedding: The Sala di Ales-
sandro Magno and Sala di Psiche in the Castle of 
Bracciano • Paolo Alei and Bryony Bartlett-Raw-
lings: Astrological Fashioning in the Castle of 
Bracciano: The Frescoes of the Sala Papalina by 
the Zuccari Brothers and the Celebration of Duke 
Paolo Giordano Orsini • Barbara Furlotti: Living 
between Rome and Bracciano: Art, Cultural In-
terests and Social Behaviour at the Orsini Court 
in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries • 
Part III: Beyond the Castle Walls: The Orsini of 
Bracciano in the Seicento • Guendalina Ajello 
Mahler: Paolo Giordano II Orsini, Orazio Torri-

ani and the Remaking of Bracciano • Eleonora 
Chinappi: The Orsini Portraits in the Castle of 
Bracciano • Eric Nicholson: Sweet Roman Hands 
and Actors: The Orsini as Theatrical Performers 
in Early Seventeenth-century English Drama

This book deals with the characterization and 
history of the reaction object construction 
(ROC), as in Pauline smiled her thanks. The ROC 
consists of an intransitive verb followed by a 
nonprototypical object that expresses a reaction 
such that the whole syntactic unit acquires the 
extended meaning "express X by V-ing" (e.g. 
"Pauline expressed her thanks by smiling"). 
The hypothesis is put forward that ROCs follow 
a similar pathway as other valency-increasing 
constructions such as the cognate object 
construction and the way-construction, 
occurring first with more transitive-like verbs 

and then expanding to intransitives. Historical 
corpus evidence from several complementary 
data sources confirms this idea and reveals 
striking parallelisms with the way-construction.

Tamara Bouso holds a PhD in English 
linguistics from the University of Santiago de 
Compostela (Spain). Her research interests 
include language variation and change, 
(Diachronic) Construction Grammar, and 
transitivization processes in the history of 
English.
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